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1. Backdrop

2. Central Bank Digital Currencies (CBDCs)

Digital currencies are the latest stage in the continual

process of evolution in money since the transition

from barter of goods. Finance Minister Nirmala

Sitharaman while presenting the Union Budget 2022-

23, announced the introduction of Digital Rupee to

be issued by the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) starting

2022-23 using blockchain and other technologies for

cheaper and efficient currency management. On this

backdrop, this article explores the evolution of

Central Bank Digital Currencies (CBDCs) and their

role in the financial landscapeof the future.

In modern economies, central banks issue the

official currency or legal tender or fiat money of the

country on behalf of the sovereign. A Central Bank

Digital Currency (CBDC) is the legal tender issued

by the central bank in a digital form that is

exchangeable one-to-one with the fiat currency and

is a liability on the central bank.

The key features of a CBDC are:

Globally CBDCs are divided in two sub categories:

Wholesale CBDC and Retail CBDC. Wholesale

CBDCs are designed for use between the central

banks and financial intermediaries only and are

mainly intended for the settlement of interbank

transfers as well as facilitation of cross border

transactions between participating central banks.

Retail CBDCs are a form of digital cash available to

the general public as a direct claim on the central

bank thereby eliminating any credit risk from

payment system intermediaries. These CBDCs can

be account-based or have token-based access

offering anonymity in payments without requiring

personal information. Use of retail CBDC can

range from easy transfer of subsidy benefits to

inculcating informal economy for formalized

financial transactions. Implementing CBDC

framework in payment systems can help agencies

combat money laundering and financial terrorism.

Figure 1: Features of CBDC

• CBDC is denominated in the national
currency;

CBDC is non-cash, i.e. based entirely on
electronic records;

CBDC is a central bank liability, i.e. the end
user has a claim on the central bank;

CBDC is widely accepted as a payment
instrument, and that is its main purpose; and

CBDC should be available 24/7 and can be
used for peer-to-peer transactions.

•

•

•

•
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Figure 2: Forms of Digital Central Bank Money

Both wholesale and retail CBDCs can coexist in a

financial system. Globally the trend has been of

implementation of specific purpose CBDCs in the

wholesale and retail segments followed by general

purpose CBDCs.

A cryptocurrency is a digital currency created using

private encryption algorithms. The interest around

digital currencies has been growing and in less than a

decade the most liquid cryptocurrency - Bitcoin has

gone from being an obscurity to a common

household name. In September 2021, El Salvador

became the first country to accept Bitcoin as a legal

tender. The advantage of officially adopting

cryptocurrency is that it eliminates the need for

3. CBDCs vs Cryptocurrency

central banks to manage currency supply. Money

can be transferred anywhere without losing value or

without the need of a payment system like SWIFT,

helping in streamlining transactions and lowering

costs. However, cryptocurrencies are unregulated,

decentralized and privately held. In most cases, the

value of a cryptocurrency is dictated by investor

sentiments and user interest. Thus inherently,

cryptocurrencies are volatile assets more suited for

speculation, which makes them unlikely candidates

for use in a financial system that requires stability.

The foundation of the monetary system is based on

trust in the currency. CBDCs which are backed and

launched by central banks mirror the value of fiat

currency and are designed for stability and safety.
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4. Origins of CBDCs

One can link the idea of cryptocurrencies to

Friedrich von Hayek's book Denationalisation of

Money: The Argument Refined (1976). Hayek

argued that competing currencies issued by private

players would create a more stable monetary system.

Later on, the concept of a CBDC was proposed by

Nobel laureate James Tobin in his 1985 paper

Financial innovation and deregulation in

perspective. He suggested that Federal Reserve

Banks in the United States should provide to the

public a widely accessible "medium with the

convenience of deposits and the safety of

currency". The Avant smart card system created by

the Bank of Finland in the 1992 and launched in

1993 as a phone card is considered as the world's

first CBDC that was initially built and operated by

the central bank before being eventually spun off

and sold to commercial banks. Avant became

obsolete and was shut down when debit cards

became less expensive and were upgraded to use

similar smart card technology. The idea of a central

bank issuing e-money had also been explicitly raised

by the Bank for International Settlements (BIS) in

1996. Thereafter, not much work occurred in the

world of CBDC until the rising popularity of

cryptocurrencies led by Bitcoin revived interest in

the segment.

2

Box 1 - CBDC Vs Cryptocurrencies

Central Bank Digital Currency Cryptocurrency

Fiat Money Yes No

Regulated Yes No

Traceability Easy for Account-Based CBDC Very difficult

Anonymity Yes for Token-Based CBDC Yes

Legal Tender Yes Feasible. Has been accepted as legal tender.

Supply Controlled Decentralized

Value Stable; linked to country's exchange rate Volatile and constantly changed by market forces

Issuer Central Bank/Sovereign Private platforms

Scaling Network Easier Difficult as nodes have to reach a mutual
consensus to change any aspect of the network

Source: CCIL Research

2
https://helda.helsinki.fi/bof/bitstream/handle/123456789/17590/BoFER_8_2020.pdf
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5. CBDCs Picking up Pace - An Idea Whose

Time Has Come

Over the past decade fintech innovations have

gradually reshaped the financial sector. First

proposed in Satoshi Nakamoto's white paper

Bitcoin: A Peer-to-Peer Electronic Cash System

(October 31, 2008), Bitcoin launched on January 3,

2009 has become the most world's well-known

decentralized currency and is now officially

accepted by many sovereign governments. The

growing acceptance and trading in multiple

cryptocurrencies along with proliferation of

financial technology firms offering new ways of

payments fast tracked the global interest in CBDCs.

After the Avant Smart Card, the first significant step

in CBDCs was taken by the Central Bank of

Ecuador when it launched the "Dinero electrónico"

project of retail mobile payments through a central

bank-operated system as early as of 2014 although it

was later discontinued in 2016. The specific wording

of "Central Bank Digital Currency" was coined by

Bank of England research staff in 2015 .
3

With the growing popularity of Bitcoin and its

underlying distributed ledger technology (DLT), a

number of central banks started their own internal

projects to better understand DLT and its potential

application to currencies. The Netherlands Bank

(De Nederlandsche Bank, DNB) did internal

experiments starting in 2015 with a DLT-based coin

called the Dukaton. The Bank of England,

Monetary Authority of Singapore, Bank of Canada

and others also ran similar internal experiments. The

Sveriges Riksbank began exploring its CBDC in

2016, in response to a decline in cash usage. The

European Central Bank (ECB) and the Bank of

Japan launched the first known example of

cooperative project between two central banks on

CBDCs in December 2016 with Project Stella. The

project focused on using technology for hassle free

cross-border payments. Furthermore, Covid-19

pandemic triggered behavioural changes for many

people as they switched to cashless means of

payments. This fast tracked the global research in

CBDCs.

Box 2 - CBDC - Idea Whose Time Has Come

Period Proposer
Name of the
Paper/Book

Idea Model

1976
Friedrich von

Hayek

The Denationalisation

of Money

Competing currencies issued by private players

would create a more stable monetary system
Theory

1985 James Tobin

Financial innovation

and deregulation in

perspective

Central banks should create a public payment

“medium with the convenience of deposits and

the safety of currency”

Theory

1992 Bank of Finland Avant Smart Card Pre-funded payment smart cards Application

2009
Satoshi

Nakamoto

Bitcoin: A Peer-to-Peer

Electronic Cash System

Peer-to-peer version of electronic cash would

allow online payments to be sent directly from

one party to another without going through a

financial institution

Enabled Technical

Base for Virtual

Currencies -

Blockchain

Source: CCIL Research
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6. Technical Base of CBDCs

Digital currencies and CBDC pilots are based on

some form of decentralized database technology.

Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT) refers to a

technological infrastructure where simultaneous

access, validation, and record updating can be done

in an immutable manner across independent

computers (referred to as nodes). Blockchain is a

type of DLT where transactions are recorded with

an immutable cryptographic signature called a hash.

As peers or people on the same network have a

single shared ledger system, the transactions

recorded are permanent, secured and immutable.

The technology is also largely immune to

cyberattacks as all the copies stored across the

network need to be attacked at the same time for the

attack to be successful. Blockchain forms the

underlying technological base of cryptocurrencies

such as Bitcoin as well as many of the pilot CBDCs.

While the research literature on the actual impact of

CBDC on the monetary policy and overall economy

is limited, design of CBDCs can be country-

specific. While CBDCs can ease financial inclusion

in countries like India because of the rising number

of smartphone users with unlimited internet access,

interest-bearing CBDCs can prove to be a tough

competition for retail deposits in traditional banks.

This can raise banks' interest costs significantly and

affect their credit intermediation. RBI has

highlighted that availability of CBDCs can

aggravate flight of deposits if there is stress on any

bank. Banks will be forced to hold a larger level of

liquidity which could result in lower returns for

commercial banks .

India has been a global leader in adoption of

technology for innovative solutions that enhance

the ease and reach of financial inclusion across its

diverse demography. The RBI regulated Unified

Payments Interface (UPI), which is an instant real-

7. CBDCs in the Traditional Banking System

8. The Future - Digital Rupee

6

A 2021 BIS survey of central banks found that 86%

(nine out of ten central banks around the world)

were actively researching the potential for CBDCs,

60% were experimenting with the technology and

14% were deploying pilot projects. In April 2020,

China became the first major economy to start pilot

testing its blockchain-powered digital currency, the

e-CNY or digital yuan. Subsequently in May 2021,

the Chinese government completely banned

financial institutions and payment companies from

providing services to cryptocurrencies.

In October 2020, Central Bank of the Bahamas

issued the Sand Dollar - the world's first CBDC that

covered an entire country. Similarly, Nigeria became

the first African country to launch a CBDC with the

eNaira in October 2021. The Eastern Caribbean

Central Bank extended its CBDC pilot DCash (pilot

launched in March 2019) to areas struck by a

volcanic eruption . Jamaica in June 2022 recognised

"Jam-Dex" as a legal tender, the first country to

legalise CBDC in a move to deliver an alternative to

its cash-based economy. As per the IMF, in many

countries, privacy concerns are a potential deal

breaker when it comes to CBDC legislation and

adoption.

4

5

4

5

https://www.bis.org/publ/bppdf/bispap125.pdf
https://www.imf.org/en/News/Articles/2022/02/09/sp020922-the-future-of-money-gearing-up-for-central-bank-digital-currency

6
https://www.rbi.org.in/Scripts/BS_SpeechesView.aspx?Id=1111#FA2
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Table 1 - Indian Payment Systems

Source: RBI

FY20 FY21 FY22 FY20 FY21 FY22

Credit Card 1981 21773 17641 22399 7.31 6.30 9.72

Debit Card 1987 50611 40146 39387 7.04 6.61 7.30

Large Value
Credit 2004 1507 1592 2078 1311.56 1056 1286.58

NEFT 2005 27445 30928 40407 229.46 251.31 287.25

IMPS 2010 25792 32783 46625 23.38 29.41 41.71

UPI Payment 2016 125186 223307 459561 21.32 41.04 84.16

Payment
System

Date of first
operation

Number of transactions (in lakh) Value of transactions ( lakh crore)`

examine the policy and legal framework for

regulation of virtual/crypto currencies. The Group

recommended the introduction of CBDCs as a

digital form of fiat money in India. In 2018, then

Finance Minister Arun Jaitley announced that the

Government did not consider cryptocurrencies as

legal tender and would prohibit use of crypto assets.

However, he emphasised that the Government

intended to explore use of blockchain technology

proactively for furthering the digital economy.

Subsequently in June 2018, RBI banned dealing in

cryptocurrencies due to concerns for consumer and

investor protection from price bubbles and

announced plans for India's own CBDC. RBI also

established an inter-departmental group to explore

potential advantages and feasibility of CBDC in the

same year . In March 2020, the Supreme Court

overturned RBI's ban

9

leading to a surge in volume

of cryptocurrency trading. Following this, the

Government proposed a 30% tax on income from

trading in cryptocurrency in February 2022.

time payment system launched by National

Payments Corporation of India (NPCI) in 2016 is a

benchmark for real-time digital payments. RBI data

shows that a large volume of retail transactions are

now moving away from the card segment to UPI and

other digital payment platforms . While cash is still

the preferred mode for low value transactions, the

UPI allows transactions with ticket size as low as of

one Rupee giving a clear indication of the immense

potential for its adoption. RBI's Payments Vision

2025 states RBI will support global outreach

initiatives to expand the footprint of domestic

payment systems like UPI. While the UPI has

attained immense success, RBI has highlighted that

a UPI system where CBDC is transacted instead of

bank balances would potentially enable a more real-

time and cost-effective globalization of payment

systems .

The exploration of CBDC for India commenced

officially with the High Level Inter-Ministerial

Committee constituted by Ministry of Finance,

Government of India in November 2017 to

7

8

7

8

https://www.rbi.org.in/Scripts/AnnualReportPublications.aspx?Id=1351
https://www.rbi.org.in/Scripts/BS_SpeechesView.aspx?Id=1111#FA2

9
https://rbidocs.rbi.org.in/rdocs/AnnualReport/PDFs/0ANREPORT201718077745EC9A874DB38C991F580ED14242.PDF
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Figure 3: Digital Rupee Timeline

In the Union Budget of 2022-23, Finance Minister

Nirmala Sitharaman announced that RBI will issue

Digital Rupee in FY23 for cheaper and efficient

currency management. This measure is expected to

strengthen India's economy and provide a stable,

regulated digital currency that will compete with

pr ivate cr yptocur rencies. The necessar y

amendments to the relevant section of the RBI Act,

1934 were implemented with the passage of the

Finance Bill 2022 bringing RBI's CBDC on par with

bank notes.

Like most central banks around the world, RBI has

said it would follow a "graded approach" to

introduce CBDC involving stages including a proof-

of-concept, pilots and launch . In April 2022 , RBI

Deputy Governor T. Rabi Shankar confirmed that

central bank is in a position to start off with testing

and running pilot projects of CBDC in FY23. While

various technologies will be used, RBI will work

towards a gradual introduction so that there is no

disruption in the banking system or in the financial

system. RBI intends to start testing the pilot in the

wholesale segments before moving on to the more

technology-intensive retail segment.

10 11

10

11

https://www.rbi.org.in/Scripts/AnnualReportPublications.aspx?year=2022#
https://rbi.org.in/scripts/BS_SpeechesView.aspx?Id=1205

April

2018

April

2018
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9. Conclusion

The coming years will be an interesting phase in the

evolution of currency and payments. The broader

macro-economic effects will become clearer as

more and more countries begin to launch their own

versions of CBDCs. CBDCs co-existing with

decentralized and globalized cryptocurrencies as

competition will throw up interesting angles to

existing economic theories and policy making. As

per the UN Trade and Development body

(UNCTAD), India ranked seventh in the list of top

20 global economies for digital currency ownership

as share of population in 2021 with 7.30% of the

population owning digital currency. This appetite

for innovative products and the successful

execution of the UPI structure bodes well for RBI's

Digital Rupee retaining India's leadership position

in innovative global payment systems.




